STAY CONNECTED. HERE’S HOW:

- Update your email and contact information: www.washington.edu/alumni/subscribe/address-change.html
- Be a fan of CSE on FACEBOOK: www.facebook.com/uwcse
- Sign up for CSE’s RSS FEED: http://news.cs.washington.edu/
- Be an alumni contact at your workplace. Help coordinate communication and event activity with other CSE alumni. Contact Kay Beck Benton at kbeck@cs.washington.edu
- Sign up to receive Most Significant Bits (MSB) electronically. Send email request to msb@cs.washington.edu
- Represent your company at CSE Industrial Affiliates—October 27 and 28, 2010 www.cs.washington.edu/affiliates
- Check out the UW CSE channel on YouTube: www.youtube.com/user/uwcse
- Follow us on Twitter: http://twitter.com/csenews
- Watch CSE Colloquia on the web: www.cs.washington.edu/events

CSE CONTACTS:

Ed Lazowska lazowska@cs.washington.edu
Anne Fitzmaurice Adams afa9@u.washington.edu
Gaetano Borriello gaetano@cs.washington.edu
Dan Grossman djg@cs.washington.edu